Portrait of an SFS Teacher

As teachers that are striving to model “Christ like attitudes” and achieve excellence whilst building character in their students an SFS teacher is committed to the following:

In the classroom a Seoul Foreign School teacher:

- **Creates** a positive and aspirational learning environment
- **Ensures** that all students understand what they are learning and why
- **Plans and delivers** lessons to ensure that all students make progress (maximise their potential)
- **Believes** that collaboration, risk-taking and mistakes are integral for learning
- **Possesses and displays** high levels of knowledge, understanding of and passion for the subjects they teach

As a member of this Community a Seoul Foreign School teacher:

- **Models** Christ-like attitudes (love, faith, self control, joy, hope, integrity, acceptance of others, forgiveness, service and compassion)
- **Demonstrates** commitment to the direction and mission of the School
- **Communicates** effectively to all community members as an ambassador for the School
- **Exhibits** collective and individual responsibility and accountability to both individuals and teams
- **Commits** to growth as a person and educator
- **Displays** a positive outlook